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Mysterious letters
received on campus
By S. Montoya
A four-page pictorial letter
described as "half religious, half
mystical, very bizarre and with
extreme political overtones,"
recently sent to about 40 persons
affiliated with UNM, is not being
taken seriously by the UNM
administration, a spokesman
said Sunday.
However, Jess Price, director
of UNM's Public Information
Office, also said he understood
that campus police are attempting to locate the person
thought to have sent the letters.
Berry Cox,· UNM's director of
Police and Parking Services,
could not be reached Sunday for
eomment.
The letters, signed "Mamat
Hajat" and having a star, the
numeral .. 80" and titled "Blue
Boy," are "half religous, half
mystical, very bizarre and with
extreme political overtones,"
said Charles Seavey, UNM
asgistant
professor
of
Iibrarianship.
All persons who received the
letter and were contacted by the
Lobo declined t<> comment on the
meaning of the letter, which
apparently depicts the liberation
of a young black man from three
hooded Ku Klux Klansmen who
have Mason symbols on their
foreheads. The letter-drawings,
employing symbolic charac·
terization, are thought to be a
message.
Seavey, head of the govern·
ment publications section in
Zimmerman Library, said the
drawings in the letter are
"strikingly similar" to those
published by the American
Classical College, "a superconservative
Catholic
organization.''
Seavey, who received a copy of
the letter, also said that, despite
the similarity, "there is no dir~ct

connection between the drawings
(and the Catholic organization).''
Described by Price as 11 crudely
drawn cartoons," the letters were
sent April 2 and 3 to ap·
proximately 40 University
employees or students and four
Albuquerque Tribune employees.
Burt Wittrup, Tribune city
editor, said the newspaper did
not consider the letter a threat or
understand its message, and that
it is uncommon for the paper to
receive similar letters.
Price said the letters were not
being taken seriously because
"the letters contain no ascer·
tainable threat ...
Campus police investigating
the matLer will attempt to
determine if family problems
prompted the person to send the
lE>tters, Price confirmed.
"It's a very touchy situation,"
Price said. "The person who sent
the letters hasn't done anything
wrong and certainly has11't
broken the law. I don't consider
the letter a serious threat - I
threw mine away."
Seavey said that while he was
employed at the University of
Iowa library in late 1978 and

early 1979, an organizRtion based
in Albuquerque called the
American Classical College was
involved in a scheme to defmud
the University of Iowa library.
The scheme, he said, involved
the listing of ACC publications in
the Book Publishing Record, a
periodical catalogue used by
many libraries.
The modus operandi was for
the ACC to list their publications
in the BPR at a false price, he
said. In his example, Seavey said
the price of a particular ACC
book was listed as $35 when the
actual cost was $75.
.., . i
The envelopes containing the
.
.
"
letters recently received in
Albuquerque have a few common
characteristics. All the envelopes
are marked "Easter Seals-Color"
and somt.> of lt>tters addressed to
professors have all of that
part.icular professor's academic
degrees next to the name of the
professor.
· Snme professor~ in Zim·
merman library and the
departments of English and The blossom of the season, the Easter lilly, blooms in ful regalia in
history, a printing plant em·
the Biology Department's greenhouse. (Photo by Dick Kettle\Ml41)
ployee and three Lobo staff
members received the letter.
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Etchings stolen from library books
By Terry Fletcher
A thief, possibly equiped with
a razor blade, stole 37 etchings
valued at between $3,000 and
$3,500 from the general stacks in
Zimmerman Library.
Don Farren, head of Special
Collections, found the etchings
missing on March 28th.
''The
etchings
were
illustrations contained in a 41
volume set of the French comic
novelist Charles Paul de Kock,"
Farren said. "Each volume

contained about four illustrations
and the ones stolen were by John
Sloan, William Glackens and
George Luks.
"The thief knew exactly what
to look for because interspersed
with
the
etchings
are
photogravures which are much
less expensive than the etchings," he said. "The thief
chose only original etchings and
those done hy the particular
artists.
"The irony of the situation is

Campus
elections
A campus-wide election
week begins today when polls
open at 9 a.m. for balloting in
the four-day GSA general
election.
The
two-day
ASUNM begins Tuesday.
For a look at what is on the
ballot in each election, in·
t~rviews
with ASUNM
candidates and voting places,
times and information see the
special election section
beginning on page 7.

that because of an on going
special collections identification
program we were able to find that
the etchings were missing."
Farren said print dealers,
rarebook dealers and other
libraries with similar collections
have been notified of the theft,
but he said he has little hope that
the etchings will be found.
"It is very important that
matters like this be reported,"
Farren said. "Sometimes thi! first
impulse is to just put the book

back on the shelf and sweep it
under the rug, but in order to
stop these kinds of thefts police
and other dealers in the area. have
to be notified, especially if they
have similar collections.
"The thief is familiar with art
and art history and knew the
value of the items stolen."
The volumes were published in
1903. Each etching is 8 inches by
5 inches and bears the copyright
mark of the Frederick J. Quimby
Co.

Summer jobs available from
campus employment offices
By Penny Griego
said.
As the end of the semester draws near,
To qualify for a summer work-study
many become concerned about summer job, a student must b~ enrolled on a fullemployment.
time basis for the fall semester or be a
Students wishing to gain employment continuing student from the spring
through services of the University have semester, Chartier said.
The students must also qualify for
three choices ~ work study, non·work·
study
and part·time employment. financial aid based on a needs analysis
Information about these services is form that is processed by the College
available in either the Part-time Scholarship Service, which derives a need
E:mployment Office or the Work Study figure based on the student's budget,
Office.
Chartier said.
Work-study jobs are based on the
The budget is determined by the
student's proven financial need and are a student's total cost of education, in·
direct form of financial aid, while the other eluding tuition, books, transportation and
two forms ol employment are not, said all living expenses, Chartier said.
Dorothy Chartier, assistant direct()r of
Resources that will be available to the
Financial Aids. Work·atudy jobs are student during the period the aid will be
funded by 70 percent federal money and used are subtracted from the budget. and
only 30· percent departmental funds, she this determines thE.· nel'<l figure. Hhe said.
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National Briefs
Armed guards
watch suspects
EV ANS'l'AON, Ill. -

Twa
h'llard~ with shotguns kept watch
ou tsida police headquarters
Sunday and twa others, armed
with M-16 rifles, were posted on
the roof while investiga tars tried
to identify the remaining six of 11
HUspected Puerto Rican terrorists
ordered held on $2 million each.
The arrest Friday of the 11
»USJll!Cts in the near north
Chicago suburb, among them
Carlos Alberto Torres, number l
on the FBI's most wanted list,
was believed to have struck a
crippling blow to the FALN.
Police would not say whether
tht• tight security was at leaet
partly in response to a F ALN
threat telephoned Saturday to
the Ni!u's World newspaper in
New York that terrorists would
kill a police officer a day until
Torres, 27, is released.

Man shot dead
by Chicago Police
CHICAGO - Police fatally
shot a man who held seven
members of his family at gun·
point for about an hour and
criticallly wounded his sister-inlaw before releasing the hostages
one by one.
'!'he gunman, Jose Cruz, 30,
died early Sunday in St.
Elizabeth hospital of a bullet
wound in the stomach, a hospital
spokesman said.
Cruz' sister-in-law, Concepcion
Santana, 20, was listed in critical
condition at St. Mary " of
Nazareth Hospital with a
gunshot wound in the neck.
The other family members
released
unharmed
were
Saturday night after Santana
was shot, police said.

U.S. may increase
pressures on Iran
'WASHINGTON - President
Carter will impose punitive
sanctions against Iran possibly by today - if the
Tehran government fails to take
custody of the American hostage,
a White House official said
Sunday.
The official, who asked not to
be identified, said the sanctions
would be stronger than originally
planned, but would not include a
naval blockade.
He noted there we "fairly
intense activity" in Tehran
Sunday
where
Iran's
Revolutionary Council met and
international
forces
worked
behind the scenes to resolve the
issue.
"We're watching developments very closely," the official
said. "Obviously, at some point
we will have to reach a con·
elusion" on whether the Iranian
government has power to take
control of the hostages and on

what America sould do about the
situation.
The official said that if sanctions are imposed on Iran, as
now expected, "They will be
stronger than originaly contemplated."

NY parade
draws thousands
NEW YORK - 'fhe trumpets
sounded a brilli!lnt note of op·
timism Sunday as they carried
the Halleluiah Chorus from
Handel's "Messiah" out of St.
Patrick's Cathedral.
Outside, Fifth Avenue was
flooded with sunshine and
thousands of gtrollers, roller
skaters and cyclists who had
come in Easter outfits ranging
from mink coats to a huge papiermache hat that represented a
cracked egg shell.
'fhe "Parade" was not a
pageant in the usual sense: There
were no marchers, bands, floats
or speeches from politicians or
other dignitaries.
I•'ifth Avenue was turned into a
huge pedestrian mall between
47th and 57th Streets.
Thus, one could hear Bruce
Hechinger, an accordianist, play
Irving Berlin's "The Easter
Parade" or the Jewish folk song,
"Hava N agila."
Or watch a juggler tossing
oranges in front of the cathedral
while two men displayed a large
painting of Pope John Paul II
near the entrance of the church
until they were ordered away by a
church official who blurted: "The
steps of the cathedral are private
property."

Man dies
out of court
HOLYOKE, Mass. - The
principal figure in a seesaw fight·
to-die case died Sunday, 24 hours
before a judge would have heard
testimony about his mental
competency in deciding to halt
his life-sustaining kidney dialysis
treatments.
Earle Spring, 78, of Montague,
Mass., died of natural causes at
6:20 MST a.m. at the Holyoke
Geriatric Center, said Executive
Director Joseph Paul. The
family, notified by telephone,
had no immediate comment on
Spring's death.
The former chemist was
dialyzed three times weekly
under state supreme court order.
The high court had reversed an
earlier decision allowing the
family to end treatments that
doctors said Spring needed to
stay alive.
His wife Blanche, 75, and son
Robert, 48, had testified Spring
would not want to prolong his life
by mechanical means if he was
mentally competent to understand his condition. The
former outdoorsman would
choose instead to "die with
dignity,'' they told the court.

The Scientific
Invited Speakers
Series presents

byUPI

Mayor rejects
worker's demands
NEW YORK
Mayor
Edward Koch said Sunday that
the demands of striking transit
workers were outrageous and
unreasonable and the city will
contribute no money to a settlement of the six-day walkout.
Commenting on a demand by
John O'Donnell, the transit
workers' lawyer, for wage hikes
of 12 percent in each year of a
two-year contract, Koch said,
"What he wants from the mayor
is an outrageous settlement."
"The city will not put any
dollars in the settlement," Koch
said in an interview on WCBSTV's "Newsmakers" program.
He said the workers' demands
were "unreasonable in light of
what the state is going to pay."
But John Lawe, the transit
union leader, countered, "I would
say management has a fair idea
of what it will take to settle the
strike and the sooner they get
moving, the sooner we'll settle it.

Judge threatens
Cleveland system
CLEVELAND - Warning he
may remove control of the
Cleveland public school system
from local administrators, a
federal judge prepared to begin a
series of hearing today to
determine if top-ranking school
officials should be found in
contempt and fired.
U.S. District Judge Frank J.
Battisti,
frustrated
over
problems with Cleveland's
desegregation program, has told
school officials that they may
face "serious sanctions" for
disobeying his orders and that
district may be placed in
receivership.
The hearings, requested by
NAACP attorneys, will center on
whether school officials are
competently carrying out
Battisti's desegregation orders in
Ohio's largest school system.
The court's review follows a
major transportation fiasco two
weeks ago, when the 94 ,000student district sputtered into
the second phase of the courtordered
racial
balancing
program.

Variety of part-time jobs available

Dr. William
Klemperer,
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continued from page 1

Harvard llni vcrsity

to speak on
"The Formation of Molecules in Interstellar Space"
Tuesday, April 8, 3:30p.m., Chemistry Rm. 101
and

'The Structure of Van der Waals Molecules"
Wednesday, April9, 3:00p.m., Chemistry Rm, 101
Receptions will follow

Diamond Earrings
with matching
Diamond Pendant

The need figure will va.ry with each
student, Chartier said, depending on
marital status, living arrangements and a
number of other factors,
Applications for work-study jobs are
accepted at any time of the year.
Six- to seven-hundred work-study jobs
are usually filled during the summer, and
Chartier said that since she has worked in
the office, there have "always been open
positions," although these positions may
not be the specific ones that a student is
looking for.
Non-work-study jobs are listed in the
Part-time Employment Office for those
who cannot qualify for work study or for
foreign students with a student visa,
Chartier said.

Foreign students with a student visa
are not eligible for work study or for
employment off the University campus,
she said.
Since non-work-study jobs are 100
percent departmental funded, departments at the University prefer work-study
students, Chartier said.
However, she said, often certain
departmental positions cannot be filled by
work-study students.
Most jobs available through these two
offices are o.n campus and consist of
various types of employment, but there
are more than 20 off-campus governmental and private non-profit agencies
that provide employment for students,
Chartier said.
Some of the off-campus jobs include

Matching Se~

CERTIFIED
CENTilE

HAIR DESIGNS .
A UNISEX SALON

Call Now for Appoinbnent
255-3279

In 14k White or
Yellow Gold with Chain

DIAMOND
EARRINGS
. ~!~~w
Gold
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STUDENT DISCOUNT
PRICE!
20%0FFCuts

• MASTER CHARGE
10 to 5:30 Mon.-Sat.
2 Blocks West of San Pedro
Free PCirking in Rear

35% OFF Penns
~
Introductory Offer HENNA $20
reg. $25
~
~&&.ctcwt.C&l&&l&J&&&~MJl~MMMtl&~.W.~.~l&.l&\Mlt.Lt<ilWi~

MON-SAT 10-10
SUN 11-8
70AYSAWEEK

WETAKEPHONEORDERS
OliVE·THRU WINDOW
PHONE 255·0022

Ray's Pizza
(formerly Cel's pizza)

--------------

Across from UNM on Central
Pizza by the pan .. .
Pepperoni pizza by the slice ...

Fatso's Subs

Pasta
Salads
Hours
Mon·fri Sam to 9pm Vegetarian
Meals
Sat-Sun Noon to Spm
Next to McDonalds
Deserts
255-3696
Breakfast

Onion Rings
.35C

I

Introductory
Offer

with coupon

reg ••65¢

"The Company is a worthy instrument for someone who just may prove
the most brilliant young da(]cer/choteographer working on the West Coast. "Lewis Segal, L.A. TIMES

_________ ....,_

---.-

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN
1830 Lomas

~

Expires Sat. Aprill2

1218 SAN MATEO SE
OPEN:

TANDY REAL AND COMPANY

Tickets $5/$3 students & seniors, at Ticketmaster & the doot

During fiscal year 1979 (July 1,
1978-June 30 1979), 2,540 students
registered for either part-time employment or non-work-study employment,
and 1, 932 received jobs. Statistics for
1979-80 are not available yet.
The number of work-study jobs that
will be available to students for the
coming fiscal year is dependent on funding
which has not yet been determined by the
federal Department of Education.

Form.,l.,

$2995

WASHINGTON
Congressional budget Director
Alice Rivlin said Sunday there is
a risk that America will have a
worse recession than economists
anticipate this years.
Rivlin, who heads the
Congressional Budget Office,
said she does not expect the
situation to be as bad as in 1933
- when the nation was in a
depression -or even 1973, when
there was a severe recession.

AprilS, 1980 at 8:00PM

various summer-camp jobs and a
swimming instructor position at Kirtland
Air Force Base, said Mary A. Schodorf,
supervisor of the Part-time Employment
Office.
The jobs are listed in t;he office by
various business people who call in
openings, Schodorf said.

F•t Humphrey'•

Budget director
forsees recesseion

~~··

Q

clerical work, employment in one form or
another with the U.S. Forest Service,
pharmaceutical work at the Veterans
Hospital and recreational-type employment, such as work with the YMCA,
YWCA or the Duke City Dashers.
The third type of employment service
available to students is part-time student
employment.
Students do not have to be registered on
a full-time basis and no establishment of
fimmcial need is necessary, Chartier said.
Services of the office are also available to
spo~Jses of students, she said.
Jobs offered through the Part-time
Employment Office are off campus and
paid entirely by the employer, Chartier
said.
Part· time employment available for the
summer includes jobs with. Disneyland,

Expires Apri/13
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Editorial

Doctors travel NM offering clinics

DOONESBURY

Helping third world advantageous
Ttw history of the United States,
excluding the last 70 .. odd years, has
been one of isolation from the rest
of the world. Around the be9inning
of the twentieth century the United
States began to come out of its
secluded shell, taking part in the
World Games of War and such, and
playing hero-nation in World War I.
Abandoning our 250-year history
of attempting to stay free of world
affairs, while the East Coast nation
grew and industrialized, the turnabout in policy was remarkable.
Yet now we are so committed to
everyone else's business that there
is no end is sight. The arms race is

off and running Ia particularly grisly
metaphor if taken literally), the
space race is experiencin9 only a
temporary lull while we perfect the
space shuttle and the Cold War
threatens to frostbite our hesitant
relations with the l.JSSR.
So here we are, facing the 1980s
like David sizing 'JP Goliath (who in
this case happens to be the
aggregate might of all tho.se
countries whose names are hard to
pronounce and still use donkeys to
pull their economies forward). It
would seem the official U.S. policy·
makers haven't realized that soon

we must change our emphasis from
a single·minded fear of Russia to a
more profound respect for the
poorer members of the world
community.
The growing importance of the
Middle East in determining
American foreign and domestic
policy offers airtight proof. The
Iranian Crisis, in which the United
States, to use the vogue term, has
been held hostage for more than
four months, demonstrates with
startling clarity the need to take the
Third World seriously. We have
lived off their poverty and accompanying anachronistic lifestyles

for too long and we cannot expect
to continue. One need travel no
farther than Mexico to experience
this great desorepancy in living
standards - why should a shirt
cost half as much in Ciudad Juarez
as it does in Old Town,
Albuquerue?

by Garry Trudeau

By Nancy Baggett
Each year for the past ~ix
years a team of doctors from the
UNM School of Medicine has
traveled to various communities
in New Mexico offering clinics on
birth defects and genetics.
These clinics, sponsered by the
UNM Department of Pediatrics,
March of Dimes Birth Defects
Foundation and the New Mexico
Crippled Children's Services,

7HI515 PH/t (JCWAJ/1/e
IN CHICAGO. I CAN'T
[JO 7Hifi 7HIN6 AWNf3..
SVI<EJ.Y /.liEU 8e FORGIV&N fOR ASK/Ne
FOR. >WR HEtP.

---.,___

If the United States Is to secure
its own way of life for the future,
we must recognize immediately
that only by helping the awakening
disadvantaged nations can we
possibly preserve our beloved
America.

Conference on child policy
The devPlopment of social
policy for children is the topic of
the seventh and final Year of the
Child conference at UNM
Thursday, April24.
The session will be held in
Woodward Hall at 7:30p.m. It is
free and open to the public.
Guest speakers will be Harold
Stevenson,
professor
of
psychology
and
human
development and director of the
Center for Human Growth and
Development at the University of
Michigan;
Joan
Bissell,
supervision auditor, California
State Legislature; Luis Laosa,
member of the Family Impact
Seminar, Washington, D.C., and
member of the social policy

Irresponsible sports journalism
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' Some people might say I have
not had enough education in
journalism or enough background
in sports reporting to make a
judgment against the sports editor
of the Albuquerque Journal. But
some aspects of sports journalism,
or lack thereof, are too grossly
lfresponsible to ignore.
Albuquerque Journal sports
editor Paul Logan wrote an open
letter to Clovis' high school
basketball sensation Bubba Jennings in an April 3 column. In his
column, Logan begged Jennings to
come to the University of New
Mexico and broke just about every
rule of sports journalism in the
process.
I thought a sports reporter's duty
't'~

was to report on athletic activities
in a concise, fair and accurate
manner. I did not think sports
duties
included
reporting
cheerleading for local teams and
recruiting local high school talent
for UNM. These latter duties are
not sports journalism.
The irresponsibility of Logan in
his column breaks down point by
point like this:
Logan wrote: "The program {at
UNMJ needs you, Bubba, more
than any other university."
It is this kind of asinine thinking
that has led to the high-pressure
overemphasis on recruiting high
school stars in college athletics. No
university needs any athlete. This
was proved last season when
15,000-plus fans watched a team of
athletes that had nothing going for
them except their intense desire tO
play. Lobo fans were not coming
out to watch superstar talents.
They wanted to see the hustle and
determination of a group of kids
who had nothing going for them
but a desire to play basketball for
UNM.
Logan's statement comes from a
"tail wags the dog" mentality that
has
permeated intercollegiate
athletics and is partially, if not
directly, responsible for alleged
improper recruiting shenanigans
that occurred at UNM undedormer
head Coach Norm Ellenberger and
is now running rampant throughout
the nation. The Albuquerque
Journal wants to write about a

winner, no matter what it takes.
Logan gushes unashamedly in
his column: "UNM's sellout crowd
will be like one giant Bubba Fan
Club." "The word superstar is
much too carelessly tossed about
these days. But to New Mexicans,
that's what you'll become. The love
affair between you and the fans
would be something special
because you're a native." "Once,
you're graduated, the pros may or
may not be in your future.
However, a fine career would
virtually be guaranteed. As a
statewide hero, there would be
plenty of offers."
Logan sounds like a college
basketball coach drooling over a
star recruit. "C'mon kid, you play
for us, we'll make you a star. You'll
be a cinch to make the pros, too."
Intelligent and successful college
basketball coaches of today are
smart enough not to sell kids that
line.
Let's forget the su{Jar plum
rhetoric of Logan for a moment and
take a look at reality. Being a
basketball superstar at UNM does
not guarantee a pro basketball
contract. Ask UNM assistant
basketball coach Marvin Johnson,
who holds the Lobo record for most
points scored in a game. A hero at
UNM, Johnson's soft jumpers from
the corner were rejected by the
NBA.
There is also quite a big difference between scoring 40 points
a game in high school against less-

talented teams and scoring the
same 40 points in a college
basketball game. As for playing in
front of a large crowd, it simply
means that there are 15,000 critics
in the stands analyzing the
"superstar's" performance. There's
a tremendous amount of pressure
on the kid who comes in touted as
the local superstar, The Journal,
which seems so eager to confer
sainthood upon Bubba Jennings,
would probably be the first paper to
crucify him if he did not live up to
their expectations and panned out.
The. one point everyone fails to
realize is that Jennings is only 17
years old and should not be sub·
jected to pressure by the state's
leading newspaper to attend UNM.
He has already been pre!lsured by
college
basketball
coaches
nationwide.
I hope, for his sake, that Jen·
nings makes an unpressured
decision regardin9 his future that
will enable him to get a sound
education in the field of endeavor
he wishes to pursue. Sports
journalists, if they wish to be called
that, should stay out of influencing
those decisions. It is their job to
report sports accurately, not create
ideal sports situations.
I've always wondered why most
of the hardcorc facts of the
Lobopate scandal were handled by
the news department of the
Journal. After this irresponsible
column by )heir sports editor, I
think I know.
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The Anderson School of Management is providing tutors for
students in all accounting classes.
Graduate students are available Monday through Friday to help
any undergraduate student.
This service is free of charge and is located upstairs in the business
school. More information is available from the business school
secretary.
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* Postponed the controversial course polify for one year.
* Stop!Jed the 15% proposed tuition increa!.e.
Fought for and got a 20~ work study incred"l' ••llective Jan. 80.
'(:{ Revised the ASUNM Budget, with a new appro," h
and acceptance.
'(:{ Acquired S30,000 from the Administration 1< • " .. :rease
student services.
Established a permanent S60,000 increas•· "• ' ... r budget
from the Administration.
* Created free use of typewriters in the Dupin "'""J Center.
*Started the "10 free copies a day" for studt'"" '"your
Duplicating Center.
·
* Started check cashing service for work sfudc ... u.tents.
Reduced charge of Woodward Hall to studcu1 \Jroups to S65. 00 •
Completely eliminated the s 1,200 rent char<Jl'd 1he
International Center.
* Revitalized the Speakers Committee chanyiug poor
attendance to sell-out crowds.
Turned Student Government from a circus to a
hard working organization.
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Cope said 13 communities are
visited each year by the outreach
clinics. The clinics are free and
offer educational acitivities for
health professionals and lay
persons in each community,
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being entered into the 24 hours
availability computer.
The dysmorphology /genetics
team includes Jon M. Aase,
associate professor of pediatrics;
Marshall Levine., assistant
professo1· of obstetrics and
gynecology;
and
Stanley
Handmaker, associate professor
of pediatrics and director of the
developmental disabilities team
at Programs for Children.

Get ready for the
"Tour of the Rio Grande."

No.127

t; \' 'r" \lr;>\itn llail} lobo

disorders such as fetal alcohol
syndrome resulting from en·
viromental
agents.
Genetic
counseling aids in understanding
the medical aspects of the
disorder as well as providing
emotional support for families
having children with birth
defects.
A computer system was in·
stalled at the UNM Medical
Center in 1979 enabling doctors
to obtain birth defects information from around the world.
The portable unit can be taken to
the clinics, Cope said, enabling
physicians to obtain vital information needed in !\!, diagnostic
situation. New data is constant'y

ASUNM
VICE
PRESIDENT

Aid offered in accounting

HANfJ. '/lU./.. US

\fe\h:o Oall) l.abo
381400

Vo1. 84

serve as diagnostic and coun- counseling may also he referred
seling centers for individuals to the UNM Medical Center,
suffering from birth defects and
Cope said ·the clinics offer
families concerned with genetic diagnosis of genetic disorders
disorders.
and counseling regarding the risk
J o Cope, genetic !lSsociate, of the disorder occurring in future
said the physicians see patients children.
who have been referred to the
Cope said there are four
clinics by local physicians and catagories of genetic disorders:
public health nurses. She said the inherited disorders such as
children with birth defects and hemophilia; the multifactol'ial
individuals
seeking
genetic disorders such as cleft lip and
palate which involve a genetic
predisposition from both parents
and some unknown enviromental
committee of the Society of factor working together to cause
Research in Child Development; the disorder; the chromosomal
and Sid Johnson III, director of abnormalities such as Down
syndrome and the teratogenic
the Family Impact Seminar and
former head of staff of the U.S.
Senate Committee on Children
and Youth.
The series has been cosponsored by the New Mexico
Council
on
Crime
and
Delinquency and the UNM
School of Medicine, division of
child and adolescent psychiatry,
Major funding is provided by the
New Mexico Humanities Council.
Information about the con·
ference may be obtained from the
office of the division of child and
adolescent psychiatry, UNM
School of Medicine, 277-4002.
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ONE GOOD TERM,
DESERVES ANOTHER
VOTEORTIZ
3
by
Paid for

re•efecf Mario Ortiz

CORRECTION: The dates "Wed. April2 and Mon. April 7" ran
erroneously in Ortiz's ad on April 2. The LOBO regrets the er·
ror .
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Do You Care About:
The new grade· repeat policy
The CST
• A voting /member on the board of regents
A student pub
Equal accessibility
Expansion of student services:
Record co-op

Book co-op

Bike co-op

So Do We!

['.~;.~,· !i. \1'\\

Pug(• 7, N!'W llft•xko Daily Lobo, April 7. HJHO

:\1<'\it·o Daily Lobo, April 7, l!JiiO

~lbuqucrquc

(9pcra

presents

IJABOHEME
bv Giacomo Puccini
Kurt Fr~•derick, Musical Director

Aprill8 & 19
8:15P.M. at Popejoy llall
Tickets at all Ticketmaster Outlets
Um ited Sealing at

.sz. 00

Ieith Student J.D.

GSA ELECTIONS
THIS WEEK
APRIL 7-10

The following locations &
times polls will by open :
Monday:
t:SA <>Hit•(' H-:3
Englhh DPpt. !J.:l
!'"dH>logv !J.;3
( ;(,l!E•g(' nt' Ethl('alion 3-/i
:\litt'IH'll Hall ii-H

Tuesday:
CSA Oflit'P !J.:J

Don't be surprised if the
speaker at UNM's Annual
Uesearch Lecture walks in with a
tennis racket in his hand.
Haymond MacCurdy, a UNM
Spanish professor, has a strong
interest in both Spanish and
tennis. He is an expert on the
Golden Age of Spanish peninsular literature and drama and a
top-rated
Southwest
senior
division tennis player. But his
research lecture, scheduled on
April 17 at 8 p.m. in the Kiva
Auditorium, is not about tennis,
it is about 17th-century
dramatist Don Francisco de
Rojas Zorilla.
"As far as tennis is concerned,
I had actually dropped it for 20

Research seminar
on photography
An annual research colloquium
sponsored by the Faculty and
Professional
Women's
Association, "On Photography,"
will be held at noon today at the
history department lounge in
Mesa Vista Hall.
Betty
Hahn,
associate
professor of art, will preside over
the colloquium.

Talk on design
in Kiva tonight

]) ('p t, of Clw mhtry !l-:3
Dt•p!. of Biology !1-!l
Dt•p!. PI :\h\1. Sd. !l-:l
I h•pt. of Etlttt·. :l-H

\htdll'll Hall ;;.s

'\' ccbwsda y:
(,'o.\tlllkP!I \
! Jq1~.) ,f c Jwl!lbfr~ ~LJ
~~ h- :1·! ,1! r .::·':. q -~
I lt·p' • J! H!.J~n:._!\ ~L:I

{ :~ ~t!~·:•r· .tl I<d:·u· .. )-'-.
\lidwH !!.til'• "'

Campus election week begins today

Speaker at research lecture
expert on drama and tennis

A talk on "History as a Guide
for Comtemporary Design" will
be given today at 7:30p.m. in the
I{iva.
The lecture, which is free and
open to the public, will be given
by Charles\'\'. Moore, head of the
architecture department at
UCLA.

years before I resumed playing in
1961," MacCurdy said. "I've
won the state senior singles
championship eight times and
right now my partner and I are
ranked number one in doubles for
seniors in the Southwest."
He said he has always been
intensely involved in his research
and tennis provides an outlet for
him. "In the last two or three
years I've found it more difficult
to spend long hours in research as
I did for so many yeats. I never
used to take Christmas or Easter
or other breaks."
MacCurdy grew up in San
Antonio, Texas, where he learned
about the Spanish culture.
'"fhere's a good deal of racial
prejudice in Texas," he said. "As
a young man I always resented
that and I reacted strongly

Jnicrnatlonnl Wrck at UNM- StariS today: <.'lemc11t
H. Moore, a~'.iociatc profcmor of political scien~;e at
the Unhcrsity of Michigan. former Fulbright l.cc.
111rcr ~~ the Univcnity of Algiers, and author antl
editor or several book'i on North African politics, will
speak on "trrom Pakistan to theSah:ua: an Analysis
of th!! C:of!lcmporary Middle Ea~t/' 12-1 p.m., in the
Kio,.-a, A~tivitic~ continue, 7:3o-9 p.m., with lecture by
Richard M. Morse, !\enior professor of l.atin
An1erjcan history at Stanford Univcr,~ity and author

,,r numerous books about Bra1il and

L~tin

Amcricn,

will <;peak on "Fva1ution in the Evolution: an
Jntellectunl Guerrilla \Vnrrior''t Viev."'; on Latin

Amcric:m Studies,;; in WooJwnrd Hall, Room 149.
IA.'t'lure - ChristOpher Mead, art hi\torian v.hme
\pecialitie\ indude 19lh-ccmury r~renl!h architttturc,
~'-ill ,gin:: an illumated public Jc-.:turc- on 41 Charlc'~
Garnier and lhc An:hitccuac oi I-mpathy" toda}·,
3:;\0 J1.tn. in tile fjnc Arn Center. Rooml020, J-rcc·.
('JIIzCrt~ AgAinst ~udellf Thrt'lill• -· Potlud dinr:er
,md 10·minuto: tilm un appn)prt.:ue lc-.:hnoiO.!!Y lltda.)·,
-.:;,.~,~p.m .• ;u II•'• tiir.u•J Sl·. R.lHil! lil€1
-\~l'T~\1 PIJII Wo,kC'n' Mt'i'ling ·-~ Tod:w. 2:111 :m:J
(l:W r.m .• 1n 'h!.'"'-.1 .n, kll(lnJ .:!.lJ-\
\ uh•

Inti!_• -\~.it '~\1 t:CH1.'f.tl ~.·k~o'ft·•n. ! ·~~·\dJ.\ .J~1.t

\h·dn('·,d;J\, \pol R 1111d
d~Z.:!IP:l,

~-

Jml the

(_iliA. gcn~r.:11

'\1,,ntb)- ;hr('ll!d• Tlmr.,dJ)-. Apnl "1- HI.

-\.IJIIUt l'hi Hmc~~ll
S~n~~~ fr.:lh'!'C!IV \'>il! ~:c;:t
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against it. I developed a lot of
respect for San Antonio's
Hispanic people."
He holds a bachelor's and a
maste1·'s degree in Spanish and
French from Louisiana State
University. He came to UNM in
1949.
MacCurdy said he enjoys New
Mexico because of its Hispanic
culture and history and because
it looks much like parts of Spain.
"It's the vastness of the sky,
the mountains, the desert. I find
a great deal of similarity between
New Mexico and the parts of
Spain that I love to visit. I can
just see Don Quixote riding
across the landsape of New
Mexico."

4 forensics go to
national tourney
The UNM Forensic '!'earn will
be sending four members to
participate in nine events in the
National
Individual Events
Tournament at the U.S. Air
Force Academy in Colorado
Springs Aprill0-12.
The four UNM students were
chosen at the American Forensic
Association
District
IV
qualifying tournament last week,
team Director John Reynolds
said.
The four who will compete and
their categories are: Camille
Bammes, prose, poetry, impromptu
and
expository
speaking; Dan Ramczyk, persuasive, duo drama and com·
munication analysis; Ann!!
Thomas, after-dinner speaking
and duo drama; and Bruce
Donisthorpe,
extemporaneous
speaking.

.j

Amendments,
1981 budget
top the ballot

Budget is
main item
of grad vote

Voting machines for the
ASUNM
general
election
Tuesday and Wednesday will be
located inside the SUB north
ballroom, the camera room at La
Posada, the Nursing Center,
Mitchell Hall, Marron Hall at the
corner of Yale and Redondo and
at the shuttle bus stop at the
corner of Yale and &rna. If the
weather is bad the machine at the
bus stop will be moved to the
porch of the campus police
building across the street.
The polls will be open from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. on both days.
At the top of the ballot will be
two proposed amendments to the
ASUNM Constitution. The first
amendment would reduce the
number of ASUNM member's
signatures needed on a recall
petition to cause a recall election
from 20 percent of the current
ASUNM membership to 7
percent. The amendment would
also eliminate the provision that
20 percent of the current
ASUNM membership must vote
in recall elections for them to be
valid.
The other amendment would
allow full-term senators to be
compensated with the equivalent
of one .semester's tuition.
Next on the ballot will be the
proposed fiscal year 1981
ASUNM budget, totaling

Graduate students will be
faced with an unopposed
presidential candidate, a budget
of more than $75,000 and a fee
increase when they go the polls
today during the GSA spring
general election.
The election will continue
through Thursday in an effort to
give all students a chance to cast
their ballot. AU graduate
students are eligible to vote by
virtue of paying the $11 graduate
fee.
Gordon Venable is running
unopposed for GSA president.
There will be, however, a spot on
the ballot for write-in candidates.
Voters will be asked to approve
or dissapprove of the 1981 GSA
budget of $75,785.90. It includes
an internal budget of$41,840 and
an external budget - funding for
18 student organizations - of
$33,945.90.
Voters must approve or
disapprove the external budget
as a single unit, with one exception. Funding of $3,500 for
the Daily Lobo will be voted on
separately. This funding consists
of $3,000 in subscriptions and
$500 in advertising.
The last item on the ballot will
be a 36 percent increase in the
GSA fee from $11 to $15. This
increase would probably not go
into effect until the 1981-82

j'iJ!ril~ .Af! -~-
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$258,237. Voters will be asked to
vote yes or no on the proposed
amount for each individual
group.
The six candidates for
ASUNM President will be
followed by the three vice
presidential candidates on the
ballot. Voters will then be asked
to vote for no more than ll of the
16 candidates for the ASUNM
Senate.
To vote, a student must have a
valid I.D. which shows he has
registered for at least 12 hours.
Part-time students who have
paid their ASUNM fee may vote
if their I.D. is stamped on the
back indicating that they have
paid the fee. Part-time students
who have paid their ASUNM fee
but whose I.D. is not stamped
must go to the ASUNM office on
the second floor of the SUB
before voting.
A brochure containing in·
formation on all the candidates
and amendments will be available
to voters at each polling place,
Bandelier Hall East and the
information booth in the SUB.

Polling locations and times for the Graduate Student
Association general election April 7-10. All graduate students
are eligible to vote but must presl)nt a valid I. D. card when they
cast their ballot.

~lCST

Wednesday · Apri19
GSA office ................................. 9 a.m.•3 p.m.
Chemistry department ....................... 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Law School ................................. 9 a.m.•a p.m.
Biology department .......................... 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
College of Education ......................... 3 p.m. -8 p.m.
Mitchell Hall ............................... 5p.m.·8 p.m.
Thursday- April 10
GSA office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Department of Eqgineering ................... 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
College of Education ......................... 3 p.m.-8 p.m.
Anderson School of Management ........... 4 p.m.·6:30 p.m.
Mitchell Hall ............................... 5 p.m.-8 p.m.

school year because of delays in
getting approval for the increase.
The final version of the ballot
was worked out Saturday by the
GSA CounciL The council
adopted without change the GSA
Finance Committee budget
~

=.,

proposal and the committee's
recommendation to place the
Daily Lobo funding on the ballot
as a seperate item.
Council members voted
unamiously to place the fee increase before the voters.
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9 a.m.-3 p.m.
3 p.m.-8 p.m.
5 p.m.-8 p.m.
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9 a.m.-3 p.m.
9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Tuesday - April 8
GSA office ................................. 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
C?emistry departmllnt ....................... 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
B10logy department ......................... 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Department of Medical Sciences ............... 9 a.m.·3 p.m.
D~partmentofEducation .................... 3 p.m.-8 p.m.
M1tchell Hall ............................... 5 p.m.-8 p.m.
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Monday - April 7
GSA office .................................
English department .........................
Psychology ................................
College of Education .........................
Mitchell Hall ...............................
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San ranclsco Original

~

For the finest in
affordable clothes from

Monday's Special

~
•

Levis®
Panatena
David Hunter
Sedgefield
Dittos

atthe

Posh Bagel

~

2216 Central SE

E

99~

3
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BBQ Sandwich

It Prime

roast beef smothered with our own special Bar·B-Que sauce, serv·
• ed on a sesame seed bun.
Regular price $1 .3 9

at three convenient locations
3636 Menual NE
1011 JuanTaboNE
4001 San Mateo NE
A~UNM ~resident

Mario Or~iz points out ways to prevent tuition increase to Gcv. Bruce
Kmg. (Patd for by the com mttlee to re·elect Ortiz.)

............ , ............ ..

with coupon
limit one per customer

E"pires 4/7/80
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YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR •
"QUALITY PRE·.OWNED
•
MOTORCYCLES
•
• PARTS AND ACCESSORIES:
• COMPLETE TUNING AND •
OVERHAULSERVlCE
e
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•
:a20& LOMAS NE
265·8355:
•
•
•
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Francisco Romero

Arthur /VIeintzer

Fred Cornwell

Elliot Hester

TomDomme

Ben Lane

Francisco Lopez

Vernita 111/cKinney

KrisKapke

'

\

Michael Gallegos

.,

16 candidates compete
for senate positions
l
Ward B. Hurlburt N

!"udl' swimming in the SUB
lmst•nwnt and campus s]peping
lcll'k<•rs an• just two of the goals
,,PI hy t hP !om• m~mbt>r of the
""Balogna, Ambiguity and

Half-dozen seek executive office

lliponacy" party.
"I want to have nude swim-

ming in tht• SUB basement.,
whPre they don't play shuf!lPhoard," Arthur D. Meintzer
said. "With an activity card, it
would cost 75 cl•nts to swim and
Mark Hunter Edwards
:i\l.iiO to watch." Sleeping lockers
wc!ll]cllw r~nlrd by Lhe hour; ten meetings and support the
C'c·nts for singlt•s and $15 for fltudent body pr()sident more
than they have in the past.
clouhlP~.
Anne-Margard Fullilove, an
\lt>intzl'r said his t.ont,•tm-intoconomirs-philosophy
major, is
t'iJPt'll
\'ampai~,rn has elirited
running
to
pmvide
more
student
'harp nit idc;m from smnt•
n•presentation.
Her
aim
would
be
\Sl''l;\1 offil•ials, •vho aecuse
him of t uruin1.; t hP Pl£>rtion into a to sN-vt> aR the students' voice.
"Soml'thin~ llhould hf' done
l'tl'l'U~. But )>1~intzer. who said he
n•tn·\'~<'nt" t hP averaw• student about the ('fi'l'. Students don't
ht•c·auo!' he did not vote in the last. likE' it," she said. The former
•·ll'ct inn, is running to draw senatl.' aide wants to see a
<~t!Pnt icm to thl.' foolishneSfl he uniform standard used to grade
~;;ppl.\ iu tnany «."apaigns. "I don't all tests.
Fullilov(~. a fn•shman, said th(.>
think peoplt· should takl' th1.•
senate
should
demand
t>lt~·t ion as st•rinusly as they do."
of
students'
Sixtl•t>n ~tUdl.'nts uri' sePkinv; publication
t•l<i·tion tn tt•n full·term and nnt• !'Valuations of U•achers. "I want
half.tprm AStt~\1 Hf'nat;• sPats. to Hee the tuition increase
\In-;t eandidat~>s L•xprP~S!~d vit'W~ Htoppt>d orrt>duced." she added.
Henrv L. Miller, a U.S. Air
whieh w;•n• markE.'d)~· less sen·
-.ationul than thosr offered by F'orre v"eteran, would likP put his
\1PintzPr. Tnpk~ mt•ntfoned Rkills to work on the budget. "I
tn•cttH•nlly :n the interviews am currently working as an
i'<llli!Ut't t·d last weel1 included t.he e(·onomist·assistant with the
rt•t\'nt ion of th<~ present course- Forest Service. They have a
n•pl'tition pollcy, reform of the budget of $86 million, so I think I
C'nnununication Skills Test, can handle the ASUNM budget
making teacher evaluations process.''
The senior economics major
available to students, publication
of an ASU~!\1 newsletter and said he would like to see an
reform of the senate's budget allotment formula used for the
proces8.
budgeting process - a formula
Francisco Lopez. a former which would base funding on the
st>nate aide, said he would make a services provided by each
good senator becausl! he does not organization requesting money.
Miller said groups such as
any of the
belong
to
organizations seeking money.
KUNM should receive a base
Lopez, a freshman, has ideas amount of perhaps $35,000.
about the CST and the course- Additional funds would be based
repetition policy. "t want to on ~ funding formula computed
revise the Communication Skills by multiplying a weighted factor
'I'est," he said. "English by a measure of the service
classwork should be geared provided by the organization.
Mark Hunter Edwards, a
toward preparing a student for
the test." He also would like to freshman political science major,
see a return to the old course- "would like to improve the
professionalism of the lobbying
repetition policy.
Fred Cornwell, a former committee. Lobbyists need to
ASUNM aide, has been involved better present themselves and
in student government for the know the facts." He said the
last two semesters. "Running for committee should lobby for
senator is the next step up," he several goals, instead of being
restricted to tuition matters.
said.
"We
just have to explain what
"I'd like to see the
are," he said.
our
needs
rejuvenation of the SUB, the
The former senate aide believes
establishment of a program
where people can get free or the student government should
discount legal set-vice and the remain a voluntary commitment.
expansion of the book co•op," "The payment of a senator's
said the freshman architecture tuition should not be automatic,
but should be based on need."
major.
Cornwell said senators need to Edwards said that at some
do more than simply pass schools the tuition of an elected
resolutions. He would like see senators is paid if the senator can
senators attend faculty senate demonstrate financial need.

Anne-Margaret Fullilove

Steve A. Jacobson

Henry Miller

Kris Kapke, a political science
major, said he wants to put his
leadership and independence to
work in the senate. "I am not
owned by any special interest.
"I think more things can be
done for the student body as a
whole, including a book co-op, a
record co-op and professor
evaluations," Kapke said.
"These things will give ASUNM
a higher profile. . . and unify the
student. body. If we can show
that we are unified, we can get
more done for ourselves."
Tom Domme, a senior
management
major,
said
senators should he committed to
both representing the students
before and working with the
faculty
and ad1ninistration.
Sl'nators should also work to
reduce student apathy and to
allot the budget fairly and
equitably.

dicapped students, it does for
everybody."
Rodney A. Raphael, a fresh·
man political science major, said
he "would like to see strong
student representation in the
senate. Students need a strong
voice.''
Raphael said a major goal of
hid would be to retain the present
course-repetition
policy.
"Students pay for their
education," he said, "and they
have a right to get an •A' on their
transcript if they do' A' work.''
Concerning the funding
process, he said he doesn't think
KUNM programing serves the
interests of students. "I would
like them to play music that
students can identify with.'' He
said he would support fixed
funding for the radio station if it
changed its format to meet
student needs.

In addition, Domme said he
would fight the new repeat
policy. "I am for it, personally,
but the students are against it.
It's their University and I will
fight for what they want," he
said.
Ben Lane, who served in
student government while an
exchange student in New
Zealand, said he would enjoy
working for students in the
senate. "I am really interested in
student government after my
experience in New Zealand,
especially after attending a few
(ASUNM Senate) meetings."
"I have no grand and glorious
things to offer," the freshman
said. His major goal as a senator
would be to improve com·
munication between students and
ASUNM government.
Francisco Romero, a junior
majoring in political science, is
campaigning on the issue of
building accessability. His interview had to be conducted in
the hall, since the Lobo office is
not accessible wheelchairs.
Many buildings require
disabled students to either stay
out entirely or enter "by the back
door," Romero said. "It makes
you feel like a fifth· or sixth-class
citizen.
"I want to represent all
students, not just the handicapped," he said, "Anything
the University does for han·

Clifford R. Rallins, the
president of Alpha Phi Alpha,
said he would like to see a senate
grievance board established to
assist students with any
problems or complaints. The
board would act as a liason
between the students and the
administration, he said.
The junior economics major
said he would like to work for the
establishment of seperate
departments
for
several
University programs, including
Afro-American Studies. "They
(the studies program) offer
courses and have professional
personnel, but are not considered
a department," he said.
Terry Slack, a senior majoring
in history and American studies,
is running for office because she
believes more student involvement is needed.
"Students have lost confidence
in their ability to make change,"
she said. "People keep asking,
'What can you accomplish?' They
feel the senate has no power and
that senators have no influence. I
feel exactly the opposite. I
believe we can improve things,
and I want to try,"
Slack said she will take
students'
opm10ns
and
grievances to the senate, even if
she is not in complete agreement
with them. "I will be available to
students to answer questions and
relay their ideas," she said.

Clifford Rat/ins

Steve A. Jacobson, a
sophomore majoring in dietics
and president of Disabled on
Campus, is concerned about
equal access to buildings and
would like to see a voting student
member of the UNM Board of
Regents. He also favors making
teacher evaluations public.
''I think we are adults," the
former senate aid!' said, "and
ought to have a say in who our
teachers are. I don't want to get
rid of the bad ones, I just want to
let students know who they are."
Vernita McKinney, who calls
herself "the unknown can·
didate," said she is ru1ming for
office because all students, not
just certain groups, need a
representative. "I care about the
things that affect students," she
said.
The sophmore speech communication major is very con·
cerned with the lack of student
involvement on campus. "I want
to get rid of apathy and put
adrenalin back in our students,"
she said.
One way to accomplish her
goal would be increased activities
for students, she said. During
lunch time, for example, she
would like to see live entertainment offered near the
SUB, "not just once in a while,
but every day."
Elliott Hester, a junior
majoring in speach com·
munication, said he "was once an
apathetic student, and didn't
think the senate represented all
the students.'' However, he now
believes that this is not always
the case.
"To increase student in·
volvement I would like to implement a newsletter," Hester
said. Because the senate
represents the students, he would
like to s.ee them publish the
newsletter.
Hester said he supports the
retention of the present course·
repetition policy and wants to see
a change in the budget proeess.
"Funds should be allocated by
how much and how well an
organization serves the needs of
students," he said.
Editor's note: The Lono was
unable to obtain photographs of
Terry Slack and Rodney
Raphael.

Jolyn 111/cTeigue

McTeigue, Pierotti,
Wheeler in VP race
J olyn S. Mc'reigue, Louise
Wheeler and Pete Pierotti are
running for the post of ASUNM
vice president. The candidates
outlined their experience,
platform and goals in separate
interviews conducted last week.
McTeigue, a former president
of the Resident Hall Student
Association, identifies her experience, leadership and independence as the reasons why
she should be elected.
"I possess the qualifications of
a leader. I have proved this with
my involvement in organizations
on campus," she said.
"One of my major goals is to
meet the individual needs of
campus organizations," said
McTeigue, a junior majoring in
Spanish. "My concentration is on
minorities - veterans, women,
disabled-students, blacks and
hispanics. Minorities comprise
the whole campus."
A member of Estudiantes
Organizados Par Ia Cultura,
McTeigue said she has been
working hard for the National
Chicano Conference and one of
her major goals is to schedule the
women's
conference
in
Albuquerque.
Wheeler, a coordinator of the
Returning
Student's
Association, said she has the
experience to be a good vice
president. ''I enjoy the role of
coordinator, which is what the
vice president must be," she
said. "I believe in the process of
government and I think I can
make it work."
The junior architecture major
said her major goals include
urging the president to appoint a

watchdog officer to keep student
government clean, keeping
campus organizations informed
of the ASUNM budget and the
budget process and establishing
fixed funding for the Daily Lobo,
KUNM and the Child Care Coop.
Wheeler said honesty and
openness would be central
features of her term as vice
president. "I want students to
come to my office any time they
want," she said. "I want them to
hold me to the things I have said
in the campaign,''
Pierotti, a sophmore majoring
in speach communication, said
his experience in student
government is a central part of
his platform. His understanding
of rules and procedures, past
policy and financial policy will
make him "an information
resource for all senators."
Now serving his second term in
the ASUNM Senate, Pierotti is
particularly proud of the work he
did this semester as chairman of
the finance committee. "I have
spent 15 to 20 hours per week
dealing with organizations and
facilitating the btidget process,"
he said.
Pierotti has a number of ideas
for the future. He would like to
see ASUNM become active with
the Albuquerque Chamber of
Commerce, to gain local
businessmen's support for the
university. He believes that if
projects like tha duplicating
service can be expanded and
ASUNM revenues increased, it is
possible . that student activity
fees could be significantly
reduced in the future.

By James C. Johnson
The ASUNM election, to be
held Tuesday and Wednesday,
will pit incumbent President
Mario Ortiz against five other
contenders for the top post in
UNM's student government. The
six candidates discussed their
qualifications and goals in a
series of interviews conducted
last week.
Matthew Baca, a member of
the ASUNM Senate's Budget
Inquiry Board, said he has
devoted himself to helping
everyone. "Most of the work
done by ASUNM affects a very
small group of students," he
said. "I've worked on projects
that can benefit all.
"I played a key part in starting
the first successful hook co-op,"
the
junior
mechanical
engineering major said. "I've
worked at getting teachers'
evaluations
published so
students can pick teachers that
best fit their own needs."
"If elected, all my energy will
be devoted to projects which are
in the students' interest," Baca
said. For example, the activity
fee has been raised, with the
extra money going to ASUNM.
"I would like to refund this extra
(money) back to the students,"
he said.
Baca said another major goal
would be to move the budgeting
process away from the election.
"The budget is too political," he
"said. "When people ask for
money with election time coming,
you have to give it to them."
Michael Gallegos, president
pro tempore ofthe senate, said he
wants to become president so he
can do more for students. "I've
done what I can do as a senator,"
he said, citing 50 pieces of
legislation he has introduced,
including bills to support the
book co-op, to oppose a tax on
school books and to establish
two-day ASUNM elections.
"As a senator I was limited in
what I could do ...now I am
ready to take on the respon·
sibilities of ASUNM president
and address issues, regardless of
how unpopular they are with the
faculty and administration," he
said.
"I want to address issues that
have not been addressed
adequately in the past," said the
junior economics and political
science major. Gallegos would
take the initiative in addressing
issues like the course-repetition
policy, the Communication Skills
Test, a voting student member
on the Board of Regents, a pub
on campus· and equal ac-

cessibility for students. "These
are the issues that affect
students," he said.
Ortiz said he has been active
for three years in student
government, first as an involved
student, then as a senator and
finally as ASUNM president.
"I've put a lot of time into
ASUNM. I can see how far we've
come, but it doesn't take much to
go backwards." He said he wants
to serve another term to continue
the work he has started. "If they
give me one more yea1·, they're
going to see big changes,
especially in tuition, the budget
and the CST."
The senior political science and
Spanish major said leadership is
particularly important in
ASUNM because of the high
turnover in the senate. "Last
semester we started with 15 new
senators who were willing to
accept my leadership. I just
walked in, and those people did
what I told them," he said.
Ortiz said he wants to continue
devoting his time and energy to
student needs, and that student
government would "suffer an
irreparable setback" if a strong
leader is not elected. "Now that I
have steered us through rocky
roads and put us on a smooth
freeway, there are many that
want to drive," he said.
David Lauer, who was elected
to the senate last year and has
served on the finance committee,
said he is an independent can·
didate. "I am running because I
have some really good ideas that
can improve student government
and make it more represen·
tative," he said. "I want to make
a student government that is
honest and objeetive.''
A senior majoring ir, Llltin
American Studies and Spanish,
he said he has a number of reform
ideas. "I would like to advertise
all positions in student government, so that everyone as a
chance," he said. He would like
to publish a weekly newsletter
containing ASUNM news and all
letters
of complaint
or
suggestion.
Lauer said he wants to improve
teacher evaluations, the tutorial
program, and the course repeat
policy<. As president, he would
hold open meetings at which any
student could talk with elected
ASUNM officials.
"I'm really interested in doing
the greatest good for the greatest
number," Lauer said.
Ward B. Hurlburt IV, a
member of the UNM housing
committee, said there is a need
for the ASUNM president to

increase school spirit and develop
continuous interest in student
government. "We need to keep
students involved all year, not
just when election time rolls
around," he said. One way he
would do this, he said, is by
working for students, regardless
of administrative positions. "I'm
not afraid of stepping on the
administration's toes," the junior
biology major said.
Major goals for his term in
office would include putting a
voting student melllb(.>t on the
Board of Regents, establishing
professor evaluations with
student input, retention of the
present course repetition policy
and taking a student opinion
poll. "You can't lead students
without knowing what they
want," he said.
Hurlburt would like to see the
poll taken by a professional
survey organization. Questions
would seek to measure the
number of students served by
such organizations as KUNM
and the Daly Lobo. Students
would also be asked their views
on major campus issues.
Robert Lynch, a former senate
aide, said his primary goal is to
bring pride and integrity back to
UNM. "I'm running for office
because I think the pride and
integrity of the University needs
to be restored. I have the
leadership abilities to do the
job," he said.
The junior management major,
who said he served in student
government at the University of
Colorado, believes that "scandals
and media battery" have given
UNM a poor image. But Lynch
said that UNM's tarnished image
can be improved with the right
kind of leadership, and that a
new image can directly benefit
students. "If the legislature
realized we were strong and had
pride in our institution, they
would be more willing to give us
funds," he said.
In addition to working on the
University's image, Lynch would
like to implement several new
ideas. "I would encourage the
senate to institute a short- term
emergency loan account for
campus organizations," he said.
Other projects would include
creating of an executive advisory
committee to maintain communication
between
the
president and campus groups,
and encouraging such groups to
raise money for themselves as a
way of supplementing ASUNM
funds.
Editor;s note: The Lono was
unable to obtain a photograph of
Robert Lynch.
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Arts
Artist's work
in memorial show
The 25th Memorial Exhibition
of B.J.O. Nordfeldt is on exhibit
at Jon son Gallery.
According
to
Raymond
Jonson, curator of the gallery,
Nordfeldt was an outstanding
American artis~ for two decades
in the early 1900s and was New
Mexico's foremost painter of
landscapes, stil!.lifes and portraits. He also gained widespread
recognition for his etchings,
especially those of New Mexico in
1910.
Born in Sweden, Nordfeldt
came to America as a boy with
his family in the late 1800s and
grew up in Chicago. He returned

to Et:~rope in 1900 for a short visit
and later made periodic visits to
France, England, Sweden, Italy,
Spain and Northern Africa.
Nordfeldt first began teaching
at the Chicago Academy of Fine
Arts and later also taught at the
Minneapolis School of Arts, Utah
State College, Wichita Art
Association and the University of
Texas.
All of the paintings in the
exhibition are from the Jonson
Gallery permanent collection.
Jonson said works of special
interest are "Figure Composition-Breakfast (1911)," and
''The Broom Peddler." Both have
never been exhibited in
Albuquerque before. The most
recent work is "Crows (1952)"
which was painted three years

prior to the artist's death.
Jonson Gallery is on the
University campus, 1909 Laa
Lomas Rd. NE. It is open daily,
except Mondays, from noon to 6
p.m. TherA is no admission feA.

Free films part of
week's festivities
The University of New Mexico
International Center and the
Chinese Student Association will
present a free Chinese film
festival AprillO, 11 and 12.
UNM graduate student David
Tsuei,
president
of the
association, said the festival is
part of the International Week
celebration at UNM April 7
through 13 and will give interested people an opportunity to

learn about the Chinese people
and their culture.
The films scheduled for April
10 are Seven Chinese Festivals,
Eldridge Cleaver, who's
Tom Hawkins in Taiwan,
Maste1pieces of Chinese Art, always been in the vangt:~ard of
Chinese Costumes
An cultural change, is about to start
Evolutionary Story, Chinese a new trend: being dead-again.
Porcelain, and Three Faces of The former Black Panther,
Chinese Dance,
former high-fashion designer (his
Films to be shown Aprilll are: pants with a prominent codpiece
Chinese Folk Art, Morning in flopped in Paris), former bornTaipei, The Beautiful Bait: A again Christian, now embraces
Chinese Opera, The Story of the theology of Reverend Sun
Bamboo, Confucius and Ancient Myung Moon reports High
Chinese Painting.
Times,
All films will be shown again
On San Francisco TV recently
onApril12.
plugging
his new faith, Cleaver
The film showings on April 10
even
had
a
few nice words to say
and 11 will be in the Student
about
his
old arch enemy,
Union Building in the SUB
Richard
Nixon.
Theatre from 1 to 4:45p.m.

Eldridge Cleaver
starting a trend

Top 20 singles
New York (UPI) - The top 20 singles in the pop music field,
based on Billboard's survey of sales and broadcast play:
1. Another Brick In The Wall- Pink Floyd
2. Call Me- Blondie
3. Working My Way Back To You- The Spinners
4. Ride Like The Wind- Christopher Cross
5. Too Hot- KoolandtheGang
6. Special Lady- Ray, Goodman and Brown
7. With You I'm Born Again - Billy Preston and Syreeta
8. Crazy Little Thing Called Love - Queen
9. I Car! 't Tell You Why - Eagles
10. Off The Wall- Michael Jackson
11. Fire Lake - Bob Segar
12. Lost In Love- Air Supply
13. Him - Rupert Holmes
14. YouMayBeRight- Billy Joel
15. Sexy Eyes- Dr. Hook
16. The Second Time Around - Shalamar
17. How Do I Make You - Linda Ronstadt
18. Hold On To My Love- Jimmy Ruffin
19.And The Beat Goes On- The Whispers
20. Desire - Andy Gibb

Four dance films explore
character, ritual in dance
The University of New Mexico division of dance will present four
dance films in Rodey Theatre Sunday, Apri113 at 4 p.m.
The first Triadic Ballet, by Oskar Schlemmer, is an abstract work
examining the relationships between the moving figure and space. It
offers a structure of humorous and serious dance scenes. It is broken
into three parts: gay burlesque, solemn ritual and mystical fantasy.
Eternal Circle, by Harold Kreutzberg, is also performed by
Kreutzberg. In the solo performance he plays five pathetic characters
each destined to succumb to the figt:~re of death.
Kei Takei's Light, is a slow moving trio of dancers exploring the
body's movements through different illuminated spaces.
The fourth film is Walk Around Time, by Merce Cunningham. It is
a quiet, ambling work created in 1968. It is a partial homage to Marcel
Duchamp with Cunningham and company dancers.
'rickets for films are $1.50 for UNM students and $2 for general
admission. Tickets are available in the Fine Arts Box Office in the
UNM Fine Arts Center.

'Pasion' is bilingual theater

By Dale Kappy
As you may know, La Pasion de Jesus Chavez,
produced by La Campania de Teatro de
Albuquerque, is a modern adaptation of the story
of Christ. It is also a socio-political drama about
oppression in the world of poor Mexicans and
oppression in the world of prison. What you may
not know, however, is that most of the dialogt:~e in
this play is spoken in Spanish, which might leave
you feeling much in the dark if you cannot comprehend the language.
This is the problem I faced, sitting in the
audience with the .mission of reviewing this play,
while understanding very little of what was being
said. It was quite frustrating. But this does not
mean that the play was bad, Though one line after
another fell on my uncomprehending ears, (many
of which must have been risque colloquialisms
judging by the frequent laughter in the audience),
there were certain things I could feel about this
play which I liked.
First was the energy, probably the most important ingredient of any production, I felt from
the entire company. I also thought the casting of

actors and actresses was appropriate. So were the
costumes. In addition, there were a few performances which shone through despite the
language barrier: Deborah Martinez, as
Magdalena, was genuine as the girlfriend of Jesus
Chavez. In one scene, while talking to Jesus, she
kneels down with towel and basin, pretending to
wash clothes in the space where the stage ends and
the audience begins. The authenticity of this
pantomime was so striking that even if the rest of
her performance was lacking I still would have
liked her. But this was not so. She was consistent
throughout. She created a real, flesh-and-blood
character. Jose Rodriguez, as Jesus Chavez, also
seemed genuine in his role as the humble peasant
worker who, somewhat inadvertantly, rises to,
then falls from, martyrdom. Marcos Martinez and
Ramon Flores were also notable as. the play's
major bad guys.
Much more about La Pasion de Jesus Chcwez I
cannot say. If you are bilingual you might find it
truly enjoyable. On the other hand, if you aren't
you might find it as frustrating as I did.

'Gigolo' has a heart throb
but lacks a .'heart of the matter'
.American Gigolo
Paramount
Los Altos Theatre
By Dale Kappy
Oftentimes I wonder, when
viewing a film, just what it is
trying to communicate? What is
the heart of the matter here? I
felt this same perplexity when
seeing American Gigolo, a movie
about a male prostitute, played
by Richard Gere, who gets
framed for a murder he doesn't
commit. His alibi finally comes to
him at the close of the story when
a woman he really cares for,
played by Lauren Hutton, risks
her respectability and her
husband •s political career by
confessing her relationship to the
protagonist. Basically, this is the

plot of the story which doesn't
really unfold until midway in the
drama. Up until this point we are
given rather unexciting glimpses
of our gigolo's life and profession
in a world which, despite its
luxury, is devoid of warmth and
real human relationships - that
is, until he meets Lauren Hutton.
When the plot at last unfolded
I felt disappointed that it turned
out to be another crime drama;
American television and films
seem to have an obsession with
them. The film up to this point
was not that interesting anyway,
but its disintegration into the
mediocrity that television shows
every day dissolved any hopes I
had that the movie might prove
compelling. Rather, the story

moved along at the same tepid
pace, providing only flat
characterizations and meager
entertainment.
In all fairness, before
misleading you into believing
American Gigolo has no
redeeming value, 1 want to say
that it was not a film without
some integrity. Some of the
cinematography was quite good
at pointing out the beauty in
ordinary surroundings. And the
music was excellent, providing a
throbbing backround to oome of
the camera wor.k. But the film
Jacked the focus of 11 central,
heartfelt statement about ihe
human condition, or human
relationships, or love or
whatever.

The NATIONAL CHICANO
HEALTH ORGANIZATION

I

t happened in 1950.
game card at any one of our participating What aA new restaurant served its first. bigger
burger restaurants. No purchase is necessary
better burger. Folks from near and far
and persons 16 years or older are eligible to play.
loved the fresh, delicious taste (F==-·~::.::::::::;.··::::.:;::;::::::;::::::-----To win, all you have to do is correctly
answer the four questions on the game
of its hamburgers. In fact, customers
were heard to exclaim with great
.
card. And, if you save the second
satisfaction, "what a burger!"
· half of the game card and collect
all the letters to spell the word
.~~-"Whataburger," you'll win
again.

Well. we knew then that we had
chosen the right name.
Soon, all over the country,
"Whataburger" restaurants were
serving bigger better burgers.
What a success!
Today, 30 years later, everything's changed except the great
taste of a Whataburger. Our customers are still enjoying our bigger
better burgers.
And to celebrate our 30th
Anniversary, we'd like to thank
our loyal customers by offering you
a chance t~ win 1,950 pennies,
1,950 dimes, 1.950 dollars or free
food at Whataburger. Just pick up a

Sponsors

Michael Gallegos
for ASUN M President
paid for by NCHO

NEED ANOTHER
ELECTIVE?
* SOLAR ENERGY

1950 was a good year for
us. And we'd like to make 1980
a good
year for
you. Play
our 30th
Anniver·
saryGame
now at participating Whata·
burger restaurants through
May 15, 1980.
The Bigger Better Burger,M

*COMPUTERS
* ENVIRONMENT
INTERESTED?? The College of Engineering
will be offering these .... to Non-Engineering rna·
jars next fall, etc., etc.
ENG 320·Engineering in ils Social Context
ENG 337·Water Pullution Control
ENG 340·Personal Computers
ENG 382·Energy and Environment
ENG 384·Auto Engines and Fuel&
ENG 385·Solar Energy U>e
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Sports

'Nervous' Lobos off to good start
"I think the girls were nervous
going into the Utah State game,
you know, the beginning of the
conference season and all," said
assistant Coach Ken Johnson.
Johnson was right, as the Lobos
aided Utah State to a 3-0 win.
The Lobos trailed 1-0 going into
the fourth inning but allowed
Utah to take the game by
committing costly errors.
UNM opened the second game
with a 4-2 lead and held off the
stubborn Aggies 5-2 to gain a
split of the twinbill.

By Ernest Montoya
The UNM women's softball
team opened Intermountain
Conferonce pl~y last weekend,
winning three of its first four
games.
The Lobos were led by the big
guns of Cluire Miller who was
responsible for three game·
winning runs and had nine RBI
in thl' two series. UNM split with
Utah State on Friduy and swept
a double header from new conference member Idaho Stute
Saturday,

Work ahead for enthusiastic Lobos

On Saturday, the Lobos played
host to Idaho State and the
Bengals did not like the initiation
the Lobos handed them. UNM
beat them 6-3 and 10-0.
The Lobos opened the game
with a 3-0 lead after three innings
and were caught napping by the
Bengals, finding themselves in a
3-3 tie going into the sixth.
Claire Miller then blasted a line
drive to right field that turned
into an inside-the-park homer to
lift the Lobos to a 6-3 win.
The Lobos led 1-0 in the second

By Mlll'tin Janowski
Saturday was a beautiful day
to hold a football scrimmage.
UNM head football Coach Joe
Morrison had thrown off the
albatross of foul weather that had
cancelled the first day of spring
practice and had finally . been
blessed with a sunny and breezy
day to hold his first organized
scrimmage as the Lobo mentor.
The Lobos showed some
flashes of brilliance, but
essentially the scrimmage went
the way of most first scrimmages
- a little rough around the
edges.
Morrison was pleased with the
effort and enthusiasm shown by
the Lobos, but said they still
need a lot more work in
preparation for this fall.
"Right now, they're all about
even," Morrison suid during
Friday's practice. "I don't want
to say one player is better than
another right now because we've
just gotten started and it
wouldn't be fair."

:~.

The scrimmage turned into a
def~Jnsive show, for the nwst
part, with the offense crossing
the goal line only once during the
hour. The tackles were fierce,
especially from the defensive
secondary personnel, who were
trying to catch the eye of
defensive backfield coach Rocky
Long.
It was tough to earn yardage
on the ground all day for the
Lobo running backs. The new
"I" formation installed by
Morrison had its problems with
blocking assignments and the
defense, for the most part, was
able to shut down the line
plunges by the fullbacks and
string out the wide plays by the
tailbacks.
Mark Williams led Lobo
rushers with 41 yards on 12
carries and scored the only
touchdown from one yard out.
The passing game was strong
and was led by the angular Ricky
Martin who caught four passes
for 52 yards. One pass was

Intramurals joins celebration
Third baseman Marilyn McDaniels fields a hot smash dovvn the
baseline in the Lobos' 10-0 victory against the Bengals, 6-3.

UNMcatcher Tammy Goff slides into home under the tag of Idaho State'S catcher Saturday at Lobo
Field. Photos by Dick Kettl!lll\01)
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The soccer clinic is today on Johnson Field from 3:30p.m. to dark.
The korfball clinic is April 9 in Carlisle Gym, from 7:30p.m. to 9
p.m. Basic instruction in the sport and playing time will be provided.
The cricket clinic is April 11 from 3:30p.m. to 5:30p.m. on Johnson
Field. Instruction will be given in methods and rules of the game.
The clinics are free. All interested persons should contact the UNM
Intramurals Dept. at 277-5151.
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Tennis classic entries due

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M., 87108

LELA
HE.kSU

Velour Tops

2 for s7

hitter against Idaho State in the
second game.
Despite sweeping a pair from
Idaho State, the Lobos were face
with had news -. pitching ace
Nancy Campbell quit the team.
Campbell had been having
trouble with her arm for the past
few weeks.
The Lobos will take their
depleted pitching staff and threegame win streak to Utah next
weekend to meet Utah and Weber
State.

There will be beginning, intermediate and advanced skill
levels.
A $2 entry fee is due upon
registration. The fee will cover
the price of tennis balls and
tournament prizes.
For more information, call the
Intramurals Office at 277 ·5151,

NOSTALGfA LTD

California Fashion
Outlet
S3 75 ea.

game until the fifth inning when
they exploded for three runs and
added frosting to the cake by
scoring six more times in the
sixth for a lopsided 10·0 victory.
"I think we played excellent
.ball in general this weekend,"
said Johnson.
"We played good defense and
really attacked the ball quite
well. We also got some great
hitting out of Claire Miller and
Sue Kragseth. Gillie Goff also did
a great job in pitching a four·

Entries are due by noon today
in Johnson Gym, Room 230, for
the fifth annual Intramural
Spring Tennis Classic. Competition runs April 10-13,
beginning at 3:30p.m.
The doubles classic will be
divided into competition for
UNM staff, faculty and students.

ntti~l'\.t

ASA Gallery
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caught on his shoetops off an practice will be a crucial factor in
underthrown ball by junior the team's performance this fall.
· ansfer quarterback Robbin
Look for Robbin Gabriel to
Gabriel, leading to the oniy score give Wdght a run for his money
of the day for the Lobo offense.
at the quarterback position.
Gabriel completed 5 of 6 passes
for 46 yards, led the Lobo offense
Quarterback Brad Wright, on their only scoring drive and
coming off the knee injury he seemed comfortable running the
suffered last season, .hit on only 7 'I' formation.
out of 17 passes during the
scrimmage, for 58 yards. He led
Junior Reggie Waites, a
the Lobos on one drive down to second-string defensive back last
the 13 yard line, but just missed season, was switched to tailback
on a pass to Martin in the end in Friday's practice and played
that spot in Saturday's scrimzone.
mage. Waites has the moves and
the
quickness to be a good
The Lobos open their season
tailback,
but he needs some
Sept. 6 against BYU, followed by
coaching
at
the position to be
Missouri and Texas Tech, a
tough opening schedule for any effective.
Senior receiver Ricky Martin
school, but especially difficult for
a new head football coach. The
Lohos need to be ready early and I
the progress made in spring

shows no sign of the ankle injury
that sidelined him for the season
last year. Martin has the
proverbial "sure hands" of a
premier receiver and is certainly a
bright spot for Morrison.
Sophomore tight end John
Lane is another fine receiver to
keep an eye on. Lane, who played
in the shadows of Walt Arnold,
Chris Combs and Mark Bircn last
year as a freshman, caught two
passes in Saturday's scrimmage.
Junior defensive back Felix
Kelson made some solid tackles
Saturday in the secondary and
should be a solid addition to the
talent-laden Lobo defensive
backfield with returning veterans
Sharay Fields and Doug Smith.

~-----·--------------~-------~I

Weekend
Wrap-up
BASEBALL - The Lobos ]ost their conference
opener to San Diego Friday, 6-S and 10-0, and came
back to win Saturday. 4~3 and 7-6. Th!!:y return home
to mret the Albuquerque Dukes in a team fund-

raising exhibition game AprilS at 7 p,m. at the Sports
Stadium.
GOLF- The lobo men finished 18th in ·a 29-team
field in the All-America Golf Championships in
Housron, Texas. The Lobo women compete in the
Sun Oe'iilln\·itationalApril9·11 in T~mpc, Ariz.
GYMNASTICS- UNM's Stc'-·c Jenrung'i finished
third on the pommel ·hor~e jJ1 the men'$ NCAA
Naliortill Championship Meet in Lincoln, Ncb., and
hil~ bccomennA11·Amcrican. He M!ortd a 9.65 Fnday
andSa(urday.
SOF'TDAI.I. - The ~omen's softball team began
tntcnnuuntain Confcrc11ce .action spliLting a double·
header pgainn Utah State friday. The tobos lo~t, 3·
0, and came back fora S-4 victory. Tn action Saturday
again~! IdahoS late~ the tohm won 6·3 and 10·0.
TI':'"'NIS - ihe lobo '"'omen bear Den,.er~ 8-J,
f·riday.
TRAC~ - The Lobo women·~ ntedley relay team
of Regina Drnmigil, Peggy Mallory. Diann \Varren
and Pant GUiicncr~ broke the school record m the
TcJCI1~ Rda~~ in Amlin, \\tfh a time nf t:4S.9. Siher
Ayoo finic;hed :\ec:ond. for Ihe Lobo men in tile 400
hurdlc~t \l.ilh a time of 51.6.
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Volcanic tremors cause fear
Mount St. Helens may blow

Paper reports writer
peered into volcano
POitTLAND, Ore. (UP!) - A young freelance writet from
Sealtle climbed to the mouth of the crater on Mount St. Helens
last week to peek inside the erupting volcano, the Oregonian
rHported Sunday.
Richard Hoblitt, a member of the volcano hazards team of the
U.S. Geological Survey from Denver, told the newspaper he
picked up a hitchhiker 'rhursday who claimed he had just
roturned from the crater near the rumbling mountain's summit.
Hoblitt said he was on his way home from work when he
notked the ash-covered hitchhiker on Washington Highway
f>40, a mile behind police roadblocks.
Boblitt said the young man was robust Jooldng, in his mid·
20s, dressed in typical mountain-climbing gear and was carrying
a backpack.
"I remember that his hair was full of ash, and he was dirty all
over," IIohlitt said.
ThE' hitchhiker said he was thumbing to Seattle and identified
himself as a Fred Miller. 'rhe man told Hoblitt he was a freelance
writ1•r for Nuclear Times magazine.
"'Down the road a bit, I asked him where he had been and
wh<lt hi' had been up to," Iloblitt said. "He said he had climbed
t.lw mountnin.
"'I was tnk1•n aback. But then I started questioning him and
tlwn• was no doubt in my mind, based on his answers, that he
had lwt>n there."'
I !ohlitt said lw was convinced by the detailed descriptions the
man provided of the craters and other features which scientists
had n•mrded or knew from experience would be on the moun·
t ain.
"Also," Boblitt. said, "our helicopters saw footprints on the
mount a in that day."
II,. :;aid offiduls did not report the incident immediately
"hl'l';tm:f' wt• wt•re busy with many things and because I thought
:u: a writPr the man might want to tell his own story."
lloblil t mlid the hitchhiker gave him ash samples "definitely
from tlw mountain" and rock samples later authenticated by
gt•nlogists as the type found near the summit.
H {' Raid the hitchhiker told him he approached the edge of the
larger of the two craters last week and looked in. Hoblitt said he
was told that rocks a foot in diameter littered the area at the
crater edge and t.hut a few large boulders were at thE' h ·t.tom.
A quarter of the crater floor was covered witi1 •~e and the
w1ter was about.l,OOO feet deep, Hohlitt said he was told.
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VANCOUVER, Wash. (UPI)- Volcanic Mount
St. Helens, which roared awake March 27 from a
c!lntury of sleep, refuses to boil over in a lava
eruption, but scientists and state officials said
Sunday they are preparing for the worst.
"We have to prepare for a major event or else
where would we be•" Forest Sevice spokesman Jim
Unterwegner said.
Scientists have been asked to give civil
authorities an idea of the danger of a "minor,
medium or major" volcanic eruption, he said.
Over the weekend, the rumbling mountain
sustained a "plateau" of longllr-lastiug, but less
frequent, volcanic eruptions of ash and steam.
Earthquakes measuring above 4.0 on the Richter
scale occurred less frequently, but one sharp
tremor measuring 4.6 jolted the volcano at 10:59
p.m. Saturday.
Scientists said a seventh "harmonic tremor"
occurring at midday Saturday went unnoticed until

Sunday because the weak, 16-minute vibration
caus.ed by underground lava movement had been
confused with "wind noise" on seismic readouts.
While aerial observation was hampered by storm
clouds that dumped sil!: inches of new snow on the
peak, one Forest Service helicopter crew reported
sighting a new three-inch layer of ash and pumice
early Sunday on the "Plains of Abraham" at the
5,000-foot level of the volcano's east slope.
Donald Mullineaux, chief spokesman for the
U.S. Geological Survey team monitoring the active
volcano, said ''it would be fair to say" Mount St.
Helens has reached" a plateau" of volcanic action.
Plumes of steam and ash have risen higher above
the 9,677-foot mountain during the past few days,
but there .have been longer gaps between eruptions,
he said.
Despite the apparent levelling off of activity,
scientists remained concerned.

Peking churches filled on Easter

*---*--****

PEKING (UPI) - Free again
to practice religion, Chinese of all
ages and walks of life turned out
Sunday
in
overwhelming
numbers for Easter services in
Peking's two Christian churches.
It was the largest public ex·
pression of the Christian faith in
the capital since the post·Mao
regime announced one year ago a
return to the pre-1966 policy of
tolerance
for
Buddhists,
Moslems aJJd Christians.
An estimated 2 ,000 people,
three-fourths of them Chinese,
overflowed into the aisles for the
first of four early morning masses
in St. Mary's Cathedral. Most of
the Chinese stayed for all four
Easter services.
Until now, most Sunday
•
worshippers have been foreign
tourists,
jounalists
and
~
diplomats.

** __
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the masses and they mostly were
Chinese," said Michael Fu
Tieshan, 49, the newly consecrated Bishop of Peking, who
celebrated the masses.
An estimated 350 people, again
mostly Chinese, jostled into

Peking's small protestant church
for two Easter services.
At St. Mary's, the worshippers
- most of them in blue uniformlike outfits - ranged from gray·
haired men and women from the
pre-communist
Christian
missionary days to teen-agers.

International week begins
International Week begins today with opening remarks at noon in
the Kiva by Associate Provost for Academic Affairs Joel Jones.
Clement H. Moore, associate professor of political science at the
University of Michigan, former Fulbright lecturer at the University of
Algiers, and author· editor of several books on North African politics,
will speak in conjunction with International Week. He will speak after
Jones' opening remarks in the Kiva, on "From Pakistan to the
Sahara: An analysis of the Contemporary Middle East."
Richard M. Morse, a senior professor of Latin American history at
Stanford University and author of numerous books about Brazil and
Latin Americ-a, will speak on "Evolution in the Evolution: An
Intellectual Guerilla Warrior's Views on Latin American Studies,'' at
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Language specialists will meet here
Language specialists from
around the world will attend
several
conferences
held
siuuutaneously at UNM this
summer.
The two main conferences are
the 50th Linguistic Institute of
the Linguistic Society of America
and the second Teachers of
English to Speakers of Other
Languages Summer Institute.
Other conferences taking place
at UNM include the Eighth
Annual Summer Institute of
Linguistics
for
Native
Americans, the 1980 Summer
Seminar for College Teachers and
the Spanish Institute for
Bilingual Teachers and Teacher
Aides. All conferences will take
place at UNM between June 16
and Aug. 18.
Garland Bills, chairman of the
department of linguistics and
associate professor, said, "We
are expecting linguists from
around the world to attend the
institutes. We have already
received applications from
scholars in Zaire, Finland,
Japan, West Germany, Canada,
Australia and Ecuador."
This will be the first combiued

Hard-boiled hens
provide feud fodder
PETERS HOLLOW, Tenn.
(UPI) - College student Michael
Scott of Unicoi, Tenn., sue·
cessfully defended his crown
Sunday in the famed Peters
Hollow Egg Fight, a contest
begun 157 years ago to find out
who has the hardest chicken egg
in the mountains.
The annual event is not the
messy brawl one might expect,
but involves the tapping of eggs
gently until one breaks.
Under the contest rules an egg
is held in the palm of the hand,
small end up. The opponents tap
their eggs - small end against
small end - until one cracks.
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full·time advanced studies and
research in their fields and
related areas.
The Spanish Institute is being
sponsored by the department of
modern and classical languages.
It includes a series of courses for
teachers and teacher aides in the
areas of beginning, intermediate
and advanced Spanish languagtl
classes fr native speakers,
courses in Spanish literature and
culture, as well as classes in
teaching Spanish to native
speakers.
Among 14 other special activities are meetings and con·
ferences on language testing; a
Friends of Uta-Aztecan meeting;
the TESOL summer meeting; the
summer meeting of the
Linguistic Society of America
and an Andean Linguistics
workshop. Dealine for those
wishing to present papers during
the conference is Aprill5.

Dying man seeks to free hostages
RACINE, Ohio {UPI) - Bill Foster knows he's
dying,
There isnothing he can do about that, but Foster
said he wants to see the American hostages in
Tehran released before he feels free to die.
So Foster, 47, a truck driver until cancer made
him quit work, is planning to gQ to Iran himself to
represent the American "common man" and to get
the hostages set free.
"You know, you've got to admit when you're
dying, it's one hell of a bargaining edge," Foster
told the Huntington, W.Va., Herald-Dispatch
when interviewed in the hill-top trailer he shares
with his wife and two of his sons.
"If I can use my dying in Iran. as an edge to let
those people see that just one American is ready to
fight back, it will be worthwhile," the Korean War
veteran said.
Foster, still a beefy 240 pounds despite losing
more than 100 pounds because of his illness, is
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institutes. Por the past seven
years SILNA has trained Native
Americans from the United
States and Canada who are involved in the development of
literacy, literature and bilingual
education for their languages.
Applicants must have a high
school education, speak a Native
American language and be in·
terested in practical language
projects
involving
their
language. Application deadline is
May 23.
The 1980 Summer Seminar for
College Teachers, funded by the
National Endowment of the
Humanities, will also be held at
the University under the
direction of Bernard Spolsky,
dean of Graduate Studies. The
eight-week seminar is entitled,
"Bilingualism: Social and
Individual Aspects."
The seminar is aimed at
providing teachers in undergraduate and two-year institutions with opportunities for

trying to raise $2,200 to fly to Iran and stay there
until the hostages are released. He has so far raised
$700 from friends and others who believe in his
cause.
When doctors discovered Foster had lymphatic
cancer, they gave him two to seven months to live.
But that was two years ago and Foster said in the
meantime he hashad a lot of time to think.
He said he thought of going to Iran himself on
NewYear'sEve.
"The idea rolled around in my head. Why go?
Nothing has worked so far. We have acquiesced.
Apathy, that's what we have in this country.
Everybody wants to 'let George do it.'
"I never expected the hostages to be held this
long, absolutely not," Foster said. "I really ex·
pected to see some decisive action in the first five
days. I expected a complete blockade of goods
going into Iran, including food and medicine. Now,
the;~- 're getting anything they want,'' he said.

FLASHY. BRASSY MUSICAL VAUDEVILLE

r-------------------------~
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all the eggs but one are broken.
Rules prohibit the use of hard
goose and guinea eggs.
Scott, 23, won the 'adult ring'
title over 24 others. Each con·
testant began with eight dozen
eggs.
Sharon Ritchie, 8, daughter of
George Ritchie of Erwin, took the
children's ring title for the first
time over 22 other contestants.
The children ·began their battle
with four dozen eggs.
'l'he contest began while James
Monroe was president when the
men of Rome Hollow challenged
Peters Hollow's finest to a duel to
could lay the

communicative disorders and
educational foundations.
Depending upon the course
level, classes may be taken for
undergraduate and graduate
credit hours. Those people
already enrolled at UNM may
simply include course selections
in their pre-registration forms.
People seeking degree status, not
presently enrolled, must file with
the Office of Admissions and pay
a $15 enrollment fee, based on
residency. People wishing to
simply take classes have to apply
for non-degree status, which
requires no fee. All people taking
classes will be required to pay the
normal per hour fee, based on
residency. Registration deadline
is June 16, when classes begin.
There are also specific
requirements for attendance at
the other seminars and in·
stitutes.
The SILNA Summer Institute
will be held in conjunction with,
but independently of, the 1980

Tickets Now Available For
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hosting of the Lingistics
Institute and TESOL. It is also
the first time either institute has
been held in the Rocky Mountain
region.
Bills said the theme of the
institute's is, "Linguistics in the
New World Context: Language
in Society and Education." The
primary focus will be on English,
Spanish and Native American
languages and dialects. These
topics will be interrelated to the
overall theme of sociocultural and
educational issues.
"The study of linguistics is not
necessarily learning to speak
many languages, but more the
study of the psychological and
sociological phenomena of
language, as well as grammar.
Linguistics study how people use
language for social purposes,"
Bills said.
More than 50 classes are being
offered as part of the conferences
and the UNM summer session,
They will involve linguistics,
modem and classical languages,
anthropology,
psychology,
English, computer science,
elementary education, adult and
teacher education, philosophy,

The elephant ·
is now wild on campus!
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IS INCLUDED ON THE SERIES. USE YOUR
PASSES. TAKE YOUR REGULAR SEATS.
REMAINING TICKETS $12,$10,$8 -· ASUNM/GSA Y, PRICE
STUDENT RUSH AT 7:45PM~ S1.00

6 Easy Lessons

President Michael Gallegos
Vice President Louise Wheeler
Senators (in order of l)refcrcnce)

.
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A CHASSIDIC EXPERIENCE

Sunday
May 4
3:00p.m.

Theodore
Bikel
Concert
In

Tickets $12, $10, $8 ~All Students, Seniors $1.00 discount
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J>() Un~4M, llelprc0hio,45114.
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TJ"·"s TAX \I MI-. .. and l need 10 ;ell my Wurlitcr
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tour phtl''&rever\1 (2CXJ wum), Ku1inu 1pcakcr
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l .t~t'httntu:'t;
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H\1•\1 I ROO\I'\11\H \\AN11·[) In 'hart." rnnhile
-l;l•nn,' \-\llh tl\\11 prthllc "'"ltnom am.l bath near
< c:lfr,ll& limn I.Jht> "ilW l'l't mo>nth plu~ I 2 nl
elcdnuc' C.Jll Z9f•. f1R.~!I afrcr r. p.m. \\cehlay; or
•lll~lmu.• "ockcmh._
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I CULTURE ~~fJg.
CENTER

Funny Girl
6:30

Funny Lady

~(I TAl- CHI

MARTIAL ARTS
.suppLIES $ BOOKS
3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M 87106
'I-< ext to Lobo Theater

Phone

268-7023

9:15

l
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t i\U{'il •\" II lll~<:;f;\JMI R· ycar'rnund. I:uwr~.
l \Ill\.

2 FREE dryings

tfn

~J'iT!Imi rs:.r,a'> I·OR cnc•cl••l'"' ~ou moil.

with ad expires 4/11
1 compon per customer
35c wash 12pm·1pm
4/7·4/11
$1.00 super 20 wash
12pm·1pm

Unique hair ornaments, art
nouveau jewelry. Cut work
embroidery & batik clolhin9
from Indonesia. Birkensloc)(

4/14·4/18

2626 Central SE
265-9916

ScJnda/s, Chine5eslwes

~,~.,
10

~- \mt.'rll~m •.\u ..1r;dlt..!t 1\·ji:l, t..h.·. All fic!U~. S~flf'
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mh•rnu•r••n Wn!••: IJ( lho' ~Z-NU <UHIIIJ !Jd \filr,
(_. ,, '12(J~~
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

"'!'dt'l;ttul. I n•.kllk~:.r HldU 1 trial antl lahur. ( 'ar ami
pl1Ut1t· m.:,c·,,,lf\_ PL~1..,c "all: \1aupp;u.'r -lcrnptlfiUY
~~1\.!i..C'•• ~1\(t-!~MUI ~11 25it·.\"~6

~- 12
·V'C'l 'RAfi:"-1-XI'l Rll·N(TIJ 1 Yl'l'ilS. Rough

ACROSS

dr,J!I Uw~e~. tt.:Utl fi3f1t.t.._, fC\UmC~ot, di'>'\C(i,lt!(trh. JOt
Z•l~-u•tll• tlt Jnan, ~·JHl'tl9.
4•11
11·\lJS ll!RNISI!Ul, ll'<Sl'RANCf., 'ale~. full or
Nrllrmr, c.~tn l!MJ-4110 "c'kl\. < aii:Z62·174J. 4- II
llfl(iiH'i YMtA. 49UI lnd~<m S~bool NE:. 265·
h'l~l. Summer I uu ('amp ~IIUnlclnl"! ontl An
Dotechu. Wt•rk 'll!dy nr •alar). Mu;t 1111 im·
ill~Ji,ltcl~
4 llR

7.

TRAVEL

NH- D ·"- 1'!\ 'iSI'NW·R In help \\ilh tra,cl cxpcn;e;'>
·\u>eriN' in 1hc D'\11 Y I ODO da\\ificd ;c~tiun. tfn
~1: t· \II.-XI< 0 AND <cntral Al!lcti~a for ~ummcr
hrcak. s~~ll. ('all 265·119~(, Ill 256·9042. lcale
me"apc.
4•' II
II· l'., <ARI'OOI HU>~I !'our Hills MWF, 9-1.
( all\\ c' at Z9R-Hii6, c\ening~.
4!07

MISCELLANEOUS

8.

1 Spice
6 Silicate
10 Bird
14 Discolored
15 Particle
16 Floor piece
17 Egg~shaped
18 SSTs:

2 words
20 Tissue
21 Male bird
22 Prevent
23 Anchor

25 Discovers

30 Invent
31 Shrub
32 Claw

33 Spanish arti~

THE CENTRAl

37 Epithet
38 Conspire
39 Tinge
40 Greek mon~
ster
41 Davit
42 Respect
44 Worse
45 Splash
47 Color
48 Mason, for

Jazz

one

49 Spigot
50 Uncloses:
Poet.
54 TV programs
2 words
57 Frighten
58 Pain
59 Entity
60- of Commons
61 Audition
62 Turn dowr
63 Ms. Drew

D,9'PN

27 Scenario . -

Sk.". J[ <TfY'" Rl NTA! !lUck i; at the Dairy
(}uc~n un <h'ekcnd'- 255-4J]fi, 106 Morning;1tle.
4dl

The 6 Coachmen
sil·ins encouraged
Tuesday 7:00p.m. $1.00

cle

36 Auricles

1 Coagulate
2 Exist
3 Ellipse
4 Nutrition
needs
5 Netherlands

40 Barristers:
Abbr.
Revelers' cry 41- game
43 ThOroughfare
Hastened
town
28 Human body 44 Seed
6 or legal age 29 Certain
45 Slat
7 Unit
elements:
46 Harmony
8 Charpoy
2words
47 Flavorful
9 Elect. unit
49 Double
30 Fact
10 Barrel parts 32 Big cat
51 Saint11 Storage area 34 Verygood
52 Irish
12 Awake
35 U.K. money · 53 Observed
13 Retreats
37 Fir or yew
55 Wash. agcy.
19 ~America 38 Diplomatic
56 United
21lnfant
etiquette
57 Pronoun

24
25
26
27

Choose
Valleys

The Jazz Spark~
& marimbas

featuring vibes

~

Wednesday 8:30 p.m.
$2/person
$3/couple

Ivan Rane
Wiff~

David Hyatton classical guitar
Thursday 8:00p.m.
$2/ person
$3/ couple

Ivan Rane

With David Hyatton classical guitar
Saturday _8:00p.m.
$2/person
$3/ couple

256~~)801 I 256-:l526
\Vork Hs a Manpow~i' Tem-

dustrial or labor. Fll'xihfl'
sdJt•cluh•!>J, Good pay. Car and
phmw arl' rll'l'('Ssa ry,

1 CHINESE

4109

Blue Grass

potary. Skilled dt•rl<•al or
H'crHariuL Unskilll'd in-

7:30 &9:30

4 II

Calendar of Events

Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

265·2524

\i~(jf."'(Ax 1-J-.-~-~-,\-l-1·_r<_l_W-'I_N_'
l>-E-'.11-,-,C-1-~~-m-l-,1.7.

Earn s20.00 a \Veek
Donate Twice Weekly

8am~2:30pm

Since 1938

To Forget
Venice

"''""1.

1412 Cenfra/SE • 247·0668

Dial
.
b
asummerJO :

·Test Preparation Specialists
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Ilo You Need
Cash?
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NAT'L MED BPS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

4104

•

Blood
Plasma

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT
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FORSALE

Cafe Dancing

a new theatrkill dante work
Sunday 8:00 p.1n. $3.00

oltl' /XI~fillt/ Ill'!<' IIOIIt•

lor llpril rmlv. Wl' will
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